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Sunrise at Sunshine!

This gorgeous view of the community gardens was captured last weekend by Iris

Slevin! Check out additional photos by Iris and other members of Sunshine on our
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social media feeds.

Repost: Garden Gate Operation Has Changed

It's a Fantastic Friday at Sunshine!

The Year of The Gate has ended.  The manual gate was installed today and our new

gate means the Morning Gate Team and the Evening Gate Teams have served their

terms in full. Thank you to all the Gardeners that helped along the way.

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR YOU?

The first gardener to arrive in the morning will open the gate.  Please read the

section below to ensure your car and the cars behind you do not get damaged. 

The new gate opens in the middle and the panels will fold to the right and left.  The

right panel has a middle pole which must be held up while opening to the right and

propping open with a traffic cone. The left panel will be pushed all the way open and

propped open with one of the traffic cones that are located to the side of the

driveway. 

The final gardener of the day will close the gate by pulling the left panel and right

panel together in the middle. You will need to pivot the pole that has the gate latch

just as the two sides come together.  The pole that anchors the gate will be lifted and

aligned with the hold in the asphalt and this will be secured in place.  If this is done

correctly, the lock can be inserted and the gate will be secured with the lock.  

LOCK COMBINATION:

If you do not know the combination, please connect with your Zone Coordinator or

any of your neighboring gardeners.  If you know the combination to the tool shed OR

if you opened the gate previously, this is the same combination!  

Isn't everyone looking forward to the Fourth of July? 

Happy gardening!  — Submitted by the SCB Board



Notes from the Education Committee by Ila Falvey

Items of interest to all Sunshiners:

• Now that we are at the peak of tomato harvesting season, this blog is

most informative: https://www.gardenmyths.com/myths-ripening-

tomatoes/

Thank you Susan Hoberman for suggesting it

Contact both Kristin Phillips & Maria Beach to contribute the Weekly Weeder.
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